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CHAPTER I
GE~~

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to make a sta.tistical. comparison of an
individual test of intelligence with two of the frequently used group
tests of intelligence.
ili1Ule individual. tests of mental ability such as the Stanford-Binet
find their principal application in the clinic, group tests are used
p:.':':"'-;:arily in the educational. s7stem because of their economy &.-:d prs.ct.i-

cality.

In group testing, it is assumed that the subjects know the pur-

pose of test.i!:;; a;::..d are motj.vat.ed t,o do their bost.

Ii' these

requirc~';ltmt,s

are lackip.;;, h01lever, the scores of some subjects will not be valid.

£;0

special attention can be given to individuals in group testing situations
because a standard procedure is applied.

The individual. test, on the

other hand, gives the examiner a better opportunity to observe the behavior or the subject and hence make a judgment as to the validity of the
score.
For this reason, individual tests are required with young children.
With preschool children, it is usually necessnry to use individual tests.
Usually young children cannot read at all or they la.ck the reading ability
that is required to take the self-explanatory group forms.

I,

Moreover,

young children are highly distractable and are often not motivated to do
1

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~

2

well on t.ests, and it. is only t.hrough the examiner's careful, but standardized, encouragement that a meaningful measure can be obtained.
In a clinical situation, t.he individual test is almost invariably
used.

The examiner can learn considerably more from the ind:i.viduaJ.. test

than t.he subject's score would indicate.

For example, the child who does

poorly in the classroom may be only hard of hearing.

Another child 'may

be failing his school lorork because he wants to fail, giving "'TOng answers
when he knows what is correct.

These and s1m1lar incidents may not be

detected in a group testing situation but an examiner can often use the
indiy1dua.l testing situation to ascertain ",.hy a.."l individual is

perfomin~

poorly.
Indi\"id1.'.al test3, hOT.707er, are more e:<pensiva and time-consu."l".i.ng
tha...'1. group tests.

Hence in pra.ctical ..'Ork, the group test is the ordi.n::.ry

method of obtaining information when large numbers of inmviduals are to
be evaluated.

I-loreover, according to Cronbach (1960), "The better group

tests are as reliable as comparable individual tests, and for many objeot.ives they have equally good predictive validity" (Cronbach, 1960, p. 214).
Hence this study proposes to study the relationship or an individual
test of intelligence with two of the frequently used group tests of
intelligence.

Material for this study' will be obtained from the IBM

coe.cd records of case studies in Loyola Center for Guid2....."1ce and
gicc.l Service.

PSyC~C:0 .•

Loyola Conter usually administers an individual test of

intelligence to young people

seekip~

help at the center.

A record is

also obtained of any group or individual mental test these young people

:3
hava previously' tclcen :in school or some other agency.

Through the years,

a considerable number of such records have been obtained.
study, a statistical comparison will be made of the I

Q

In the present

scores obtained

on the individual tests or intelligence administered at Loyola Center and
the I Q scores obtained by these same pupils on the other tests of

L~tel

ligence administered in the schools or other agencies.
The Revised Stanford-Binet, Form L will be the 1ndividual intelligence
test used in the comparison.

This test will be compared with the

Kuhlmann-Anderson Test (Sixth Edition) and the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Investigators have conducted a number of studies that have dealt
with the relationship ot the various tests of mental ability.
of the literature, however, has shown only one or the other
compared the

KuhL~ann-Anderson

Stanford.-Binet, Form L.

rese~-ch ~~at

tests as a group test with the Revised

There are apparent.1y no studies reported in the

literature that compare the Otis Quick-Scoring Test
Stanford-Binet, Form L.

A review

Revised

~~th ~~e

The research to be cited below deals with some

llill3J: (192l~) ga7c nin3

Group intelligence tests and the 1916

Revision of the Stanford-Binet t.o 57 high school freshmen.

An

an.:U.ysis

of the results revealed that "the mental age norms vary so much that it
is impossible to interpret the I Q's from all group tests according to
the Stanford-Binet standards" (Miller, 1924, p. 366).

Kefauver (1.929)

administered 12 different group mentai tests to .100 high school. pupils.
He

corroborated Hillerts conc.lusions.

variation between

~~e

Horcover, he pOJ.nted out that the

scores on different tests was greater at the

extremes of the distribution.

I
i

In comparl.ng the Kuhlma."'lll-Anderson tests with seven others, Kuh.l.'rrnr_'1
(1928) tested 1,400 Minnesota children in grades one through

twel.'~

with

~

~

t,

4
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eight group mental tests.

After a..'1alyzing the results, he found dii'fer-

ences not only betvTeen the mean Kuhlmann-Anderson I Q scores and the
several other group tests at each grade level, but also in the power of
the tests to discriminate between grade levels.
The preceding studies, for the most part, experimented With group
intelligence tests.
KuhL~2lln-Ancterson

Hilden and Skeels (1935), however, compared the

test with the 1916 Stanford-Binet.

An analysis of the

test results of over 700 subjects bet..reen the ages of 6 and 21 revealed
that some children varied from one test to another by as much as 2<3
points.
C;;:rlton

scores on the

(19t~2)

d.esj.gnsQ. a res6.?.!"ch to test the ass1.·.:nption that I Q

K~~~~~~~-Anderson,

administered

individ~~y

to mental

defectives, are comparable to I Q scores on the Revised Stanford-Binet,
Form L, over a wide range of chronological ages.

To test this hypothesis,

the t't..;:> different tests were ad:":'lini::;tered individt:.a.l1y to 112 chilc:rc;J. at
the 11irlllosota School and Colony by two experienced examiners.

The results

show that the mean I Q scores for the 7-6 to 13-1 chronological age

grot:.p

(62 cases) were 64.85 for the Binet and 68.21 for the Kuhlmann-Anderson;
for the 13-2 to 15-11 age group, the mean I Q scores were 62.72 and 63.92
respectively.

The differences between the means were significant at ths

.01 level for the first group; for the second group, the di1'ferences
bGt~·:::;(:n

I
!

me<:'llS

~.t9S ;-:~.S

~cntil

"to78rc

not .3ignific[mt.

The Ficher

used to d.et0r:nine the significance.

"t"

test for paired v.?r:'-

The correlc-,tion bet',;;?on

ages for the 7-6 to 13-1 group was .85 and for the 13-2 to 15-11

?
~

f_______________________________________________~
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group was .76. In his conclusion, Carlton suggested "that experimenters
do not consider scores on the

Kuhlmann-P~derson

to be equal to the

s~e

score on tho Sta.."1ford" (Carlton, 1942, p. 97).

Since Hilden and Skeels (1935) drew their subjects from institution
populations and since the chronological ages of their subjects extended
from 6 to 21, their investigation was somewhat similar to Carlton's (1942).
It was dissimilar in that they employed the 1916 Revision of the

Stanfor~-

B1net, used the Kuhlmann-Anderson as a group test and a wider range of
mental ability_

In spite of these differences, their conclusion

the Kv.blmf'..r.n-Anderson test tended t.o "yield slightly higher IQ3

The

that

"~s

th~,-"1

-th.o

rr.78r8.:.~ ~:,,:;:-

j

!1

!,srsncc on the cbt.ained. I Q scores ",as +1 .. 6 pOints.

Charles (1933) made a comparison of the Otis Group Test, the KuhL"ll!h"l.."l_1
Anderson Tests, and the 1916 Revision of the Stanford-Binet.

Table 1

shows the means of the I Q scores derived from the several tests on 62
boys, together with the standard deviation, the coefficient of variability,
and the range.

The boys were between the ages of 10 and 16 years.

An:. analysis of the results indicate a close agreement betloo~en the

mean I Q obtained on the 1916 Revision of the Stanford-Binet and that
determined by the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests.

However, the mean I Q as

detennined by the Otis Group Test is about ten points higher than those of
the other t,ro tests.

Charles concludes that the I Q scores

dcte~-in~d

by

the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests are reliable but that "the Otis Grottp Test
dCC3

not give results (as compared 1,:ith an accepted ir.dividuru. test)

,.l,.'_'-:,

I

7
are as accurate as are those of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests" (Charles,
1933, p. 583).
Table 1
The }Tean IQ of 62 Institutional Boys on the Otis Group Test,
the Kuhlm~Ln-Anderson Tests, and the 1916 Revision

The above-mentioned study was completed in 1933.

A more recent

study by Bailey (1949) correlated the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests with the
Revised Stanford-Binet, Form L.
grades tvYO and three.

The subjects consisted of 80 pupils in

A correlation of .51!.O.06 was obtained.

This

study does not give sufficient data to make an analysis of the low
correlation obtained.
Eells(195l) reports a distribution of the IQ scores of ndL~e and
ten yea:!' old pupils on four different tests.

These are given in Tabl'8 2.

The KuhL'nann-Anderson and the two Otis Alpha tests yield results that
substantially s:L"llilar.

3.!'C

The mean IQ for the entire group is close to leO

8
with a. standard deviation of 10 to 11.

However, even though the differenco.;:

among the mean I Q scores from these three tests are small, these differencea are statistically significant--none of them being less than four
times its standard error.
Dearborn and Rothney (1941) report a study in which the Stanford
Revision of the Binet-Simon Test was compared with nine different group
intelligence tests,

&~ong

which were the Kuhlmann-Anderson, and the otis

Self-Administering Test of Mental Ability. When the I Q scores from the
different group tests are compared with the I Q scores obtained from the
Stanford-Binet Test, they show relatively close agreement in certain tests,

i
l

bl~t,

--;-J.dc variations in oth9rs.

Bi~18t

test.

The

For eX81.1ple, the Otis Self-Adll''.inisterj.ns

Ku..hlm!!.r.n-An~erson

test, on the ot-l1er hand, agrees aJ.m.ost

p=rfectly ..D.th the Ste.n.t'ord.-Binet.

An earlier investigation by Steckel (1930) showed the I Q scores
obtained from the Otis Self-Administering Intermediate Test to be lower
than the I Q scores obtained from the Kuhlmann-P..nderson Test, the I:ledian
I Q scores being 103 for the former and 109 for the latter.

In the study

by Dearborn and Rothney (1941), the median I Q for the Otis SelfA~~r~stering Intermedi~te

Test the first time given was 93, and for the

Kuhlmann-Anderson Test, 102.

In Steckel's investigation,

ho~~ver,

the

Kuhlmann-Anderson Test was given to children who were much yount;er than
Dearborn and Rothney's group.
Some relevant data is furnished by the Educational Records Bureau

I

----------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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Table 2
Intelligence Quotients or Nine and Ten Year Old Pupils
on Three Different Group Intelligence Tests
Intelligence
Quotients

He:r;roonNelson

A:lderson

150 and over

19

140-149

otis Alpha
Verbal

Otis Alphz.

1

•••

• ••

74

•••

•••

• ••

130-139

133

6

•••

1

120-129

298

130

72

63

110-119

452

505

511

381

lOG-Ie?

h96

787

718

745

70-99

419

579

591

623

80-89

228

212

296

3.34

70-79

107

35

42

60

60-69

12

17

5

8

•••

1

e ••

• ••

2,238

2,273

2,235

2,215

Below 60
Total
1-1en..1'l I Q

s.

D.

Kuhlma.."11l-

Nonverbal

107.2

102.9

101.3

99.9

17.2

11.3

10.8

1O.e

I

Ii
I. ;
Ii__________________________________ I I
I

...ll

'

10

concerning the comparison between the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability.
and the otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test, Gamma.

An ana.lysis of

the results indicates the correlation between the Terman and Otis I Q
scores for the entire group of 163 boys to be .75!..02. The study points

out that this correlation is not particularJ,y high for the two tests
designed to measure the same thing, "but it is of about the same magnitude
as correlations frequently found between two different tests of mental
abilityl' (Educational

R~cords

Bureau, 1955, p. 78).

Robert D. North (1958) reports a very interesting study on the
p~ison

of the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Abil1ty Tests and the

Ar:c:iB:::'son '.rests.

co~-

Kuh~~ann-

An analysis of, the data from seven to ten schools th.at

used the Ot.is Eeta Test along wi. th the KuhJ..rr!aI".n-Anderson Tests yielded
corl"'cI2.ttons r2.nging fron

(>

7L~

to .32 in grades fo'lll'" to eight.

These

correlations are given in Table 3.
Table 3
Correlations

B~tween

IQ Scores on the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental

Ability Tests, Beta EM, and the Kuhlmann-Anderson
Intelligence Tests, Sixth Edition
·1

Grade Lovel

.77

r
N

Schools

I

6

5

4

.74

8

7

.82

.78

.74

218

257

243

178

156

10

10

10

8

7

Il __________________________________________________________________.______
(,

II

The distributions of differences between Kuhlmann-Anderson I Q scores
and Otis Quick-Scoring (Beta) I Q scores for pupils in grades four to
eight are givan in Table 4.

ItIt was fou..."1d. that 92 per cent of the differ-

ences were in the direction of higher

Kuh~ann-Anderson

I Q's,

only six per cent of the differences resulted from higher Otis

~~d

that

Be1;a I Q' s.

One-half of the Kuhlmann-Anderson I Qrs exceeded the corresponding Otis
Beta I Q's by a minimum of eleven pOints lt (North, 1958, p. 54).
Thi~

study by RobeTt D. North of the Educational Records Bureau,

New York, enlisted the cooperation of a selected group of 21 schools in
the experimental use of the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests.
schools

ad~~stered

both the Otis Beta Test and the

Ten

Kuh~~ann-Anderson

Test in grades four to six, and of these schools, eight also used both
tests in grads seven, and seven schools used tilem in grade eight.

tion.

The

12

Te.ble

4

For Independent School Pupils in Grades 4-8: Distributions
of Differences Between Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ Scores
and Otis Quick-Scoring (Beta) IQ Scores

Difference a
Between IQ's

r' /
;:;'~

0":

m~:--,~

51

t.o

55

~.6

to So

~ ~·L ~:;~)

L::)

36 to 40
3~.. ~~,~ 3:;
26 t·o .3·0
21 to <.)

16
11
6
1
-1

-6
11
16

to
to
to
to
0
to
to
to
to

I
~

~
~

r

4

5

...

••

••

.,2'.
et>

.l.

7

"oJ

11

20
15

39
48
48

10

5

-5

-10
-15
-20

39
4
J4
4
••

6

Total

8

7

.<t

4-8

••

1

1
1

4

2
3
6

1

1

1

2

'/

4
h
17

••':\

1

.,

...,.•

15

9

4

3
3

2

••

40

.~

12
39

62
61

61

11
2
1
2

62
30
6
14
5
••

50

\

lh
'1--

Co;'

44
43

24

3
11
2

,

2

.~

-'

10

1~2

.5

87
,r',

10
19
30

.... '-0:....,

2L?1+

38

24l

25
3
8
3.

129

18
48

16

,

••

••

••

1
1

257

243

178

156

1,052

10.9
-18 to
39

16.1
-6 to
52

li.4
-9 to
46

li.7
-3 to
51

-13 t<
72+

12.5
-18 to
72+

N'J.l'nber with
K-_ll. !iigh~r

195

252

218

162

141

968

:'i1l.llbor lD. th
o-t,is Higher

19

3

19

13

12

66

1

••
••

N

218

}~d

Range

I

Grade Level

••

~.

11.0

~o::it,i va -values sigrd...fy high3r Kttblmonn-;,mderson IQ score:J;
values oie:nify higher Otis IQ scores.

r~egat.i-;c

~ __________________________________--.Ji

t~.

CHAPTER III
MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE
Revised S-tanrord-Binet, Fom L
Since 19J.6, when Lewis M. Teman published the first Stan!ord
Revision of the Binet scale, this test has become the yardstick by vmich
other tests were measured.
Deale 2ppeB.::'ed in 1937.

t~·;-o

The second Stanford Revision of the Bir.et

'h'h.ile the 1916 revision consisted of 90 i tc::!s

parallel foJ.'7r.z, designated Form L and Form .N.
1. ."1. L"1porta.."1t feature of the Revised St.a..rrl.'ord-Binet is the great

attention with v.hich a representative

s~~ling

of subjects was sought.

The fL"1D.l standardization group consisted of 3, 184 nz.tive-oorn, 'White
subjects ranging in age from one and one-hill years to eighteen years.
To ensure an adequate geographical distribution, testing was conducted in

17 communities located in 11 widely separated states.

"Although the

I!

Ga:np1e vias not entirely representative of the United States populaticn,
there hc.s n:zver been a more strenuous effort to create a

we11-stC'x2.:::.~::. ,.

c'

,

i

test" (H1.Umally, 1959, p. 196).

I
}

The reliability of the Revised Staru'oro-Binet was deteroined by
correlating I Q scores on Foms L and 11 ad:ninistered to the standardization group within an interval of one weak or less.

13
(

.

The corrclation3 ,rere

found to range from .85 to .95, with a median of .91 (Terman & !-!e:-rill,
1937) •

According to Cronbach (1960), "This establishes the SB as one of

the most reliable of all tests" (Cronbach, 1960, p. 175).

One approach to the question of validity utlized school progress as
a criterion.

An analysis of the results produced the expected relation-

ship between I Q scores and school progress.

"Thus the children

~to

were

accelerated by one grade tended to average 11 I Q points above those at
r.ormal age-grade location, while those who were one year retarded averaged
r.,

about 11 I Q points lower than the normal group" (Anastasi, 1959, p. 196).
In

g~neral,

the Stanford-Binet has shown itself to be a good precictor of

sch~ol grad~s.

ThQ different studie3

h.igh scheol r;:-adcs,

aIle.

sho~ th~t "Sta~ord-Binet

IQs

e50 t.i.th. college gradca ll (Nunnally, 1959, p. 2CS)",

In 1960, the latest revision of the St:?..."1.i'ord-Binet

W<?..8

publis.l;,ed..

It combined the best tests of the 1937 revision into a single Form L-M.
~esides

bringing the

st~~dardization

the method of determining the I Q.

up to date, it also made

ch~~es

in

Standard deviations of I:lental age for

a representative saT'tlp1e of persons at each age l-rere calculated.

"Vlliatever

MA fell one standard deviation above the mean for that age was converted
into an I Q of 116.

A sta.'1dard-score I Q fonned in this manner is often

called a 'deviation IQ' n (Cronbach, 1960, p. 171).
In the present study, hOl.ever, only' the RGvised Stanford-Binet,
Fom L l'rlll be con::;idered.•

1.5
Description of the
According to Cronbach

Kuhlmar~-P~derson

(1950), the

Intelligence Tests

Kuhlm~~~~~derson

Test is one of the ir.l.portant ll.."llerican group tests.

Intelligence

It has been in part

unique in the use of a greater number of separate booklets for varying
le:~els

of competence which

ma~e

gro~~s

tests better adapted to different

of pupils.
The Master ¥~~ual (Kuhlmann
arrangc~ent

& Anderson, 1952) describes the

of the test batteries as follows:
i
t

For convenient use with groups of school children, the total
scale is arranged in nine separate booklets, comprising nine
~'~~-/',:--

-·::.t~c;:~i::.-~.\~

"'. ['cc::'ir:g k:::::r.

c::ch. ~d.tr :.t.s c";r.cl J>..z:;~.fJ./3t of in3t1:"u.·~~~j.. ~::3 a..'1d
;,-11 of t.:.,~ oat'>:;ry booklets b;.:.\;. t':-:o contcl.n

ten tests, so that each battery includes a few of the tests
::d :t~1 ::-:!c ~)~.~'.::::':-'~[):;r CI. t,~·~, 1'::::1.:- 11i'~~~:,~:~r l'~72J. ;:~,~~,j. ::.. i·'~~''! ~: "::';1

'L'i.,~

iI~ -tl!(~; l~;::t:.'tjC;::·,;r

lo-::el. T11c run.s b~:~tte:~
o-r -.:,~~I<:~p~. ~~:.: [: :;:;'" .:.':1~ !:,~ of .J:.~8 t·-::t~J.
~:,,~·,~~~~.-'i"·.~'l"~~~~liJ:;~:·n·;~::::3t, ~:::'f7:.1~,
I-:1.c t~;o b~ttcr-:Les at, t·t~>3 lc~,;,3.s·t,
1e7e1, K ~':".1 A, contain ti,Glve instec.d of tell t.e2ts--,·ri th the
fil~S"i:. t::--o t:?~tn :t.l\ ec~ch b.;.;:t.te!'y" to be used fer p~3.cticc P"...l.."r"
,~~,.... •. ""
""~a'L .,.." .... "'co""''''d
rl-r"h'M~""'"
., ...~r.""e"'",o"",
......'
"-•
J. _
\
•
Co<
:;.\, •.•_...,.L
......, 1"'''''2
j;>, p • 7) •
of t,r:c

n2):-~ lc~~;:;r

r.c<):c~~_<:r~~i:;'

t:-~...:,~.:1: C~!1.;?t~;JOt,,::··:::

~:-

,f,.4V ~

~

.:..~

... )

.

.l..'!...~

..w.1.O.... .I.r~,/j.

~

A time limit i:3 set either tor each item or for the suotest.
t~~

In the first

booklets, these time limits are liberal, but later levels introduce a

subst2.."ltial degree of speeding.

The total worldng time for the different

booklets ra.'"lgcs from 18 minutes to 27 minutes.
Nearly all of the subtests depend on experience and mnny of the:n
involve special abilities.

Kuhlmann and Anderson made use of "Binetts

principle of combining such a great variety of tests that no one
lized

~bility pl~s

a large part in the score" (Cronbach,

speci~-

1960, p. 213).

'7oz''o:::..1 t-i::;ili ty is il'nporta.'1t because the p'L."Pil has to comprehend the

~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------j
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directions, but the test designers

SY~llL~~

ducing reading only in the later tests.

Even

use simple words, introa~

the advanced levels, they

use only short and familiar words.
The process of standardization has been a continuous one, with more
and more cases being added since the first edition of the scale published
The met·hod of standardization up to the present is described in

in 1927.

the siAt.h edition of the Kuhhe.nn-Anderson manual.

These authors st2.te:

!~~e t~an 30,000 school childrc~ in the gradas and hieh school
.."ere ex.a.irl.r.ed ..'ith the tests in their various st~es before

publication.
c!rll(lren~-i..'i1.

These results included a survey of all school-age
p':lblic, pri'Vate, pa..""Ochial, urban and rural schools

--in one }linnesota county.

The earliest published nor.ms were

ct each age f'rvUl repre:::entative Hinnesota ccm:nunities. Period.c
checks on the r.crmc s:!.nc8 th9 first publica.ti.on h-'lve z.d.c:.0cl EO!"';::
ti::'':;i'l 15, coo caCGS .frC':ll. representative YJLill9sota, 1;6"\:1 York, };e:!
T"' ........ ""y .,n--t Pen'"""'y'u.,n~
~ co,,,,..,,,,,..,4t;
"'I': (K"''''''''''''''"'n & A.... ~".,.."''"'....
,
._.......
a., ,""-'oO::?
/./_,
PO 26)0
(J~~

u"..-

,~.i.'~

Uo'.~ ..

.4.~

I( •

..J.J.,",-,-"",,,,

.. ' ..... !M"~,:.~'-

_"'J

..........:..L.;.Ja ..L.t4

1"".4j, .... r....~ ... ~'Io.

Iti Ins been the pol.:tcy of the designers of the Ku.'1lma.T1..'1-Anderson

tests nto p18.ce greater c-17lphasis on careful selection of ncrmati ve groups
th~'1

on random inclusion of ill-&Ssortcd results for the purpose of

reporting impressively large nll."'!lbers" (Kuhlma.."'1Il

&

Anderson, 1952, p. 26).

The validity of the Kuhlmann-Anderson tests has been substantiated in
terms of age differentiation, intercorrelation of subtests, and school
retardation or acceleration.

For example, the Kuhlmann-Anderson Manual

(1952) summarizes the mean I Q scores obtained in the administration of
the

-C.8stl::

schools

~.S

-to 3,528 pupils in gr<ldes

O!1C

to eight of five ele-:::'::1t..:-=y

follows:

j

17
ttRetard.'~d!l
nAver~an

or old-for-z;J:':J.c.c group ••••••••••••• 82.1

or on-grade group ••••••••••••••••••• 99.7

"Accelerated" or young-for-grade group ••••••• 107.1
The validity of a test may also be judged from the findings resulting
from the use of the test.
KQ~~~ann-Anderson

In her study, Allen (1944) reported that

I Q scores of the fourth grade children correlated

.t8

with average reading scores on the stanford Achievement Battery and .. c6
ldth the average arithmetic test scores.

Hilden and Skeels (1935) fou..'1d that the cor!"elattcn of the tcst

coefficients in the .&:)16 ond .90's within Ginglc grade

group~.

A,,"1o+.,h$l" st.udy (Kuhl..:lar.n & Anderson, 1952) analyzed the records of

116 pupils 1,,110 had taken the Kuhl.lJlanIl-Anderson tests four times in the
ele...~entary

school--each time wit.l1 a different battery booklet.

}:ean I Q

scores and standard deViations, for the 116 children tested four tices
were as follows:
Mea.'1

S. D.

First testing..........

102.1

Second testing.........

100.8

10.2

Third testing..........

101.0

11.7

Fourth testing.........

102.1

Accordin~

to Ku.1-tl."nal'l....'1 (1927), the greater conSistency' of tho

KUl.1.lnardl-An1crson tests is due to their use of the median n;.cntal ace

I
~

J
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method of scoring.

This unique sooring method utilizes the median mont'll

age of the ten mental ages yielded by the subtests in each batterJ booklet
to compute the IQ.

Such a procedure, it is contended, reduces the effect

of one or two extremely high or low subtest scores, and is an

L~provC~0nt

on scoring methods based on -the total raw score of several tests or -the
mean of subtest scores, because many

t.i.~es

extreme scores are the result

of u11controlled chance factors and are not a valid measure of

intellect'~J.J..

ability.
Another interesting feature of the
(K~hL~a~_~

previous~

mentioned study

& Anderson$ 1952) is the variations from trial to trial by a

single pupil.

For

exa~ple,

one pupil's IQ scores on the four

cc::;asions h;:d a rc'..i.'1ge of 98 to 114, another 104 to 118.

differe~t

KuhL'7la.'1.:.'1 analyzes

this vo.r:1.ation not by using the extremes but by observL'1g the pattern in
the variations.

For

exa~ple,

it was contended, that if all four of a

pupil's IQ scores were not quite close together, many

ti.~es

it was found

that three of them would be close together and one somewhat different.
For

exa~ple,

I

it was found, when the three closest IQ scores of the four for

each child were tabulated, that 95 per cent of the children had three IQ
scores with a range of 11 points or less.

I
i
\

i · _ - &.......-

......-

.......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
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Description of the otis Quick-ScorL'1g :1ental
Ability Tests:

New Edition

The Ne. . r Edition of Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests is the
latest refinement in a series that has provided standard measures of
intelligence since 1920, when the first Otis group test was issued.

The~

are three levels of these tests: Alpha Test, Short Form; Beta Test;

~'1d

Ga~~a

Test.

A description of these different tests is based on the

information contained in the Manual of Directions for each test (Otis,
1954a; Otis, 1954b; Otis, 1954c), and Anastasi's discussion of these
tests (1959, pp. 209-216).

Special emphasis will be given to the Otis

Alpha because this is the form of special interest for the :?::'8sent st.1;'::;:,C"
The 1\lpha Test is suitable for use from the second half of the first
grade to the fourth grade.

The original form of the test yielded both a

verbal &nQ a nonverbal IQ; the present form yields only one IQ, thoueh
includi.."'1g both verbal and nonverbal itens.

The test has been so designed

that the same items are reused for both verbal and nonverbal parts.
there are two sets of directions, each referring to the
pictures.

set of

The test is characterized by exceptional care of administration

CLl1d scori.l1g.
minutes.

sa~e

Hence

The time limit for the nonverbal part of the test is 12

During the verbal part of the test"

five seconds of worki.'1g t irle

are allowed to mark the picture after each verbal direction has been
given.

About ten minutes is required for this part of the test.
give any direct, evidence of valid.:_'::,;r fo!.'

AJ_pha Te:::;t.

HOI-lever, to obtain a Ilcorrelat ion 'wi th aC:C:,-8VC';'l;;nt!f kbd of

,_.----.-----------------------------------------------.....-----------
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validity, Otis Alpha scores were converted to Short Form scores and.
correlated with the subtests ot the stanford Achievement Test.

The

L'1 'ViG~; of

resulting cooffic:!.cnts !lave a lOi.r of .31 G'w."1d a. high of .63.

the correlation (.95) betv;cen Otis Alpha or-lginal edition and. Short FC::-::l
scores~

it is contended that these

correla.tior~

present reasonable evi-

dence of Short Form validity.
Like..l'ise, in the absence of a comparable short form, spli t-half

reliability coefficients for the Alpha Test were computed for
of third grade pupils with 370 in each sample.

t.~ sc~~les

The resulting coefficients

'flare .87 and .8B.

The Alpha Short. Fom manual (Otis, 1954) indicates tha.t 1.1"). tl:c cc:;.,·

i:1

JD:':(~ ·,·~\li.(I,~J~,~~O!1, B.

!!zcocl

z.7>1 a ffpoor groupo t2

erou:?!~

Lefever (1959)

!

thir.l:s such a procedure cannot b. justified in view of t!1e fact that sCheoll

progress no longer furnishes a meaningful criterion for judging intelligenoe because of a marked

char~e

in promotional policies in

m~

school

systems.
The Beta Test is designed for
12"rgely

~terbal,

but includes

SOJ:le

gr~es

four to nine.

Its content is

numerical and a few spa.tial i tens.

It

is a self-administering type of test. All instructions are pri.'1ted on
the test booklets.
~~~glo t~~o li~_t

The pupil is given three se....:lple items.

There

i~ ~

of 30 minutes for the entire test.

,,,h:Lch e::::ployed a cr:ttcrion of =Ch00l roto.roc;C5.0:1

C;::": ..

::'21cr.s.tion.

Lefeyer

~--------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------

2~
points out that such a criterion "certainly cannot be justified" (Lefever,
1959, p. 362).

1

Reliability coefficients were determined by correlating

Forms A a..'1d B and also odd and even scores within single grade groups.
Forms A and B yielded coefficients from .65 to .98; the latter procedure,
fro.'l1 .79 to .92.
The otis Gamma represents the third and highest level of the Ot.is
Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests.

This test follows closely' the pattern

of tho otis Beta.; the items are of the same type but on a more difficult
level.

The valid.:tty of this test is based on the validity of the Otis

Higher Exz;u'D.a:t.ion fro;:). widch nost of the i tGIllS of the G2.'lmla Test were

taken.

According to the manual, "The validity of each item of the Higher

E:;{~":!i!lati.O::l ~ras

L.."':"7estigated by finding tb,e biserial coefficient of

correlation betveen the
1954c, p. 6).

it~~

and the total score in the test" (otis,

Lefever (1959) pOints out that such correlations naas'J..re

ths: internal consistency of a test and are prinorily indicators of relia-

bility.

Coefficients of correlation for odd and even items are from .85

to .91.

The standardization of the new forms of each of the three tests is
apparently based chiefly on comparisons with t.L'1e earlier forms of the
tests.

The statements in the manuals are not too definite.

No olear

eefiPJLtion is given of the nature of the normative population nor of the
normatiye e:!!1ple.

Although the author states that

be thou.Zht of as necessarily representath·e of .s.p"y
tho country but rat.c'1er as representati va of

t.~e

"t.~e

norms should r.::>t

part::":·~;.l:?l"

secticn ci

country as a whole (otis,

i________________________________________________________________

~
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5),

1954c, p.

there are tew tacts given to support this statement.
Sources of Data and

Pro~edure

In a study of 1,200 IBM coded records from the files of Loyola
Center, three separate groups' of 100 were selected in which a child
exrunined at Loyola had a history of a previous intelligence test.

The

900 records not included in this study were eliminated because (1) a
previOUS mental test had not been given; or (2) adequate information concerning the previOUS test was not obtainable.
First, a sample of 100 was selected where a previous indivi.dual test
score l':as available.
e13dl'Were,s

13;:,;ue

Practically all ot these had taken a Stanford-Binet

at the University of Chicago clinics, others at the

Childr':;,n f s 1,!t'::morioJ. Rospitr,l, the Bureau of Child study, Catholic C:1&""'i-

ties, or 1'Jith private psychologists.

made

pr~7.~-ily

might

b~

used

This prel.i.ninary cO:.1parison was

to validate Loyola's test findings in order that these

a5

a criterion for comparison with group tests.

Following this, a sample of 100 Kuhlmann-Anderson test scores,
reported from schools, was compared with Loyola's Stanford-Binet scores.
A third study compared 100 Loyola Stanford-Binet scores with previous
Otis Alpha Short Form test scores, reported chiefly from parish schools
of the archdiocese of Chicago.
In each different sample, means and standard deviations

toget.~er

with coefficients of correlations (Pearson Product-Moment) were calculated
and also the significance of the difference between means.

The one per

cent level ot confidence was chosen as representing a significant

L--____________________________________________________________________
~
,

2.3
d.ii"ference between the test results.
difference

bet~~en

Tables

If this level wae not reached, the

means would not be considered significant.

5, 6, and 7 give the frequency distribution of the IQ scores

obtained on the different tests.

Table

5

Frequency Distribution o£ IQ Scores Obtained on
Individual Intelligence Tests Administered
at Loyola Center and

Administered
at Loyola

Administered
Elsewhere

£

f

35-41

••

1

49-55

2

Interval

42-1+8

56-62
63-69
70-76
77-83

84-90
91-97
98-104
105-111
112-118
119-12,
126-132

133-139
:1.40-146
147...153

154..160

161-167

163-114

~

E1se~'here

4

3
2

2
8
6
1

8
8
20

18

11
10

11

1.5

••

9

9
6
'3

12

2
2
••
1
••
••

1
1

4

4
5
4
••

1

••

••

w____- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 6
Frequency Distribution of Loyola's Stanford-Binet
IQ Scores and Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ Scores
Reported from Schools

stanford-Binet

Kuhlmann-Anderson

Interval
!

f

••
••

••
••

56-62

••

1

70-76

2

77--33
8b·-90

5

8

7
7
15

lO
12

18
21

20
13
11
7

15
10

35-41

42-)~8

h9-55

~SJ,-69

91-97
98-104
105-1ll
112-118
119-125
126...132
133-139
140-146
:1.47-153
154-160
161-167
168-174

1

;;

2

1
2

••
••

1

1

2

2

••
1

••
••
••
••

••
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Table 7
Frequency Distribution of Loyola's Stanford-Binet
IQ Scores and otis Quick-Scoring IQ Scores
Reported from Schools
t

Stanford-Binet

otis

Interval

f

f

••
••

••
••

••

105-111

1
3
3
4
7
12
9
15

119-125

II
12

35..t~1
42-48
49-55

56-62

63-69
70-76
77-83
8h-90
91...97
98-104
112-118
126-132
133-139
l4o-11~6

Ih7-153
154-160
161-167
168-174

II
f

~.

2

11
3

4
2

1
••

••

1
2

6

15
23
14
13
13
9

3
1
••
••

••

••
••

••

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Statistical Comparison of IQ Scores Obtained on Individual 'Intelligence
Tests Administered at Loyola Center and Elsewhere
Table 8 represents the results of the statistical comparison of
Loyola Center's individual test scores and individual test scores obtained
elsewhere.

Table 5 gives the frequency distribution of these scores.

The slightly higher mean score derived from. the Loyola group is
explained by the fact that it is the practice of Loyola Center to continue
testing unt,il a d.ouble level of failure is reached rather thc:...'1 discontinue
1-nth the first year in l':hich there was no success (Terma:l & Nemll, 1937).

It will be noted that the mean IQ score for each group is below the
mean IQ score obtained on the 1937 standardization group.

Likewise the

standard deviation for each group is larger than the original standard
deviation of 16 points.

These deviations can be explained by the fact

that in a clinic there is
the

tHO

extre..'ilos.

usu~

a greater representation of scores at

For exarnple, in the 1937 standardi::;:Lng sz.-nple, 2.6

per cent of the scores of 2,904 subjects were belOli 70 alld 1.3 per ce!1t
were 140 and above (Terman & Merrill, 1937).

On Loyola's group of 100,

16 per cent of the scores were below 70 and three per cent were 140 and
above.

27
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Table 8
Statistical Comparison of IQ Scores Obtained on Individual
Intelligence Tests Administered at
Loyola Center and Elsewhere

Test and Place
of Administration
Individual Test
(Loyola.)

N

M

S. D.

100

93.,

22.60

r

+.91

Individual Test
(E1:-:; o1fb.ore )

100

91.1

21.76

It is notev.ro:::-thy that the correla.tion of +.91 obtained in the prescn-t
study

~'ith

100 subjects is identical with the median correla.tion of +.91

obtained by Terman and Merrill (1937) with 2,851 subjects.

The latter

coefficient of equivalence was obtained by administering Forms L and M a
few days apart.

Cronbach (1960) inferred from this measure.'11ent of rel1a-

bility that the Stanford-Binet is one of the most reliable of all tests.
The results of the present study show that there is no significant
difference at the one per cent level of confidence between Loyola Center t s
individual test scores and scores obtained on individual tests
tared elsewhere (P • .01).

Hence it may be concluded

~~at

rui~s-

Loyola Center's

test findings are a valid criterion for comparison with group test
reported from the schools.

sco~z
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Loyola Center's Stanford-Binet Scores Compared with Ku.lJ.L.'11ann-And.erson
Scores Reported from Schools
A statistical comparison of 100 Kuhlmann-Anderson test scores witil
Loyola's Stanford-Binet scores is given in Table 9.
frequency distribution for these data.

The

Table 6 gives the

difference between means for

the data in Table 9 is very significant, the critical ratio being 7.78
(P is beyond .001).
Table 9
Statistical Comparison of Loyola Center's Stanford-Binet
IQ Scores and Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ Scores
Reported from Schools

Test a,"').d Pb.ce

of

t

!

M

S. D.

100

105.6

20.00

100

95.8

AG~ir~5tration

I

r

Stanford....Binet
(Loyola)

KuhL.'11ann-Anderson
(Schools)
It

may

be noteworthy to mention that tn'O previous pilot studies of

Loyola's Stanford-Binet scores and Kuhlmann-Anderson scores reported
schools yielded coefficients of correlation of +.80 and

fro~

+.8l,respective~v.

Although an analysis of the comparison of Loyolats Stanford-Binet
scores with Otis Alpha scores will be given in the next section, it may be
pertinent to note here that the

K~~lm~~-Anderson

test scorca show a

&~311or

30

minus deviation £rom Sta.."lford-Binet scores than do the otis Alpha scores.
Table 10 gives a distribution of such differences.

Kuhlmann-Anderson

scores more than 40 points below Stanford-Binet scores occurred twice.
Similar deviations for the otis scores appeared four times.
tions ranging from 31 to 40 points appeared in seven

¥~nus

dena-

K~~lmann-Anderson

tests and 11 otis tests, respectivel;y. Deviations in the range from 21 to
30 pOints appeared seven times 'With the Kuhlmann-Anderson and 11 times wit..."l

the otis e

Thus, 16 Kuhlmann-Anderson test scores from a total number of

100 showed deviations of more than 21 points.
32 showed the same marked deviations.

On

the otis test scores,

As one approaches closer to the

Sta.."lford-Binet scores, 46 Kuhlmann-Anderson scores fall within 10 pOints
above or below the Stanford-Binet scores.
the

S&ile

Thirty-tl~

otis scores fall in

rar..ge.

The higher correlation of the Kuhlmar..n-Anderson scores with the
staJ'l..ford-Binet scores may be e7.plaincd by Kuhlmann and Anderson.' s follm-;ing
"Binet's principle of combining such a great variety of tests that no one
specialized ability plays a large part in the score" (Cronbach, 1960,
p. 219). According to Cronbach, the Kuhlmann-Anderson tests measure
"substantia.lly" the same thing as the Stanford-Binet" (Cronbach, 1960,
p. 220).
~

I

!

I

He reters to a study reported by Dearborn and Rothney (1941) in

~ilich Sta~ord-Binet

almost

perfect~.

Revision of the

IQ scores and Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ Gcores corrGlate

However, he does not mention that it was the 1916

St~~ord-Binet

that was used (Dearborn & Ro~~ney, 1941).

Besides combining a great variety of items, the KuhL>nrull'l-Auderson

i~,____________________________________________

----~
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Table 10
Distribution of Differences Between Stanford-Binet IQ Scores
and

Xuh1rn~~-Anderson

IQ Scores, and Stanford-Binet

IQ Scores and otis Quick-Scoring IQ Scores

Differences&
Kuhlmann-Anderson
Between IQ Scores & Stanford-Binet

otis Quick-Scoring
& Stanford-Binet

51 or more

1

••

50

to 41

1

4

40 to 31
':;0 to 21
20 to 11

7
7
29

II

10

35
2

21

9
9

10

••

1

16

32

29

30

46

32

9

6

~o

1

0

-1 to -9
-10 to -19
-20 or more
Suzmnary
21 to 51
20 to 11
10 to -9
-10 to -20 or more

17
30
1

5

{

~ositive values signify higher Stanford-Binet IQ
scores; negative values signify lower Stanford-Binet IQ scores.

,!f1I
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tests also permit more flexibility of difficulty range.

If a particular

battery provides inadequate floor or ceiling for a certain subject, the
remaining items in the next lower or higher battery can be administered.
Loyola Centerts Stanford-Binet Scores Compared with Otis

Alpha Scores Reported from Schools
A statistical comparison of 100 Otis Alpha test scores with wyola
Center's Stanford-Binet scores is given in Table 11. Table 7 gives

~~e

frequency distribution for this set of data.
Table 11
. Statistical Comparison of Loyola Centerts Stanford-Binet
IQ Scoros and Otis Alpha IQ Scores

Reported from Schools
Test

a.'1d

Place

N

11

S. D.

(Lo;.rola)

100

101.,

21.81

Otis Alpha
(schools)

100

93.9

14.41

of

ACL~~~_!li::;traticn

r

Stanford-Binet

+074

In this comparison, the difference between means is very significant,

the critical ratio being 9.29 (P is beyond .001). A previous pilot study
of the sa."lle tl."O tests with a sample of 33 cases yielded a positive coefficient of correlation of +.66.

II

As previOUSly mentioned, the otis Alpha scores show a lx:-ccr dcvia-

tioD £rc::J. the Stanford-Binet Bcores than do the Kuhlmann-Anderson scores.

.33
This may be explained by the fact that the Otis Alpha test has a more
lim.'tted variety of items than the Kuhlmann-Anderson test.

It contains

45

items, each consisting of four pictures of cammon objects or simple
designs.

For the nonverbal part" the subject is instructed to mark in each

set of pictures the one which does not belong with the others.

Such a test

might not keep the child motivated as well as tests in which he is motivatecl anew with each successive item in the battery.

It may also remove

some of the novelty which other tests continue to present throughout.
Conceivably this may reduce interest and motivation.

This might be espe-

cially true with children in the fourth grade ""no are requested to
plish such tasks.
.many such

itE:;11S

aCC':::'l~

Moreover, as Anastasi mentions, "A common defect in

is the possible ambiguity of correct response.

It is

difficult to prepare it.ems in which only a single anSlier is defensible"
(~~astasi,

1959" p. 209).

Dearborn and Rothney (1941) find that the differences in the results
which appear ioThen different tests are used are in general due to two main
factors, "one, differences in the standardization of the tests" and, tw"O,
the effects of practice resulting from the repetition of the

s~~e

or dif-

ferent tests on the same subjects tr (Dearborn & Rothney, 1941, p. 1l2).

It

is ob'Vious that wide variations in the sampling of populations may eagily
occur in the standardization of intelligence tests.

StataT.ents about the

standardization of the Otis Quick-Scoring tests are not too clear.

There

is no clear definition of the nature of the normative population nor of
the nor.mative sample.

The process of standardization for the Kuhlmann-
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Anderson tests, on the other hand, has been a continuous and careful
selection of normative groups.
Moreover, the Otis Quick-Scoring tests offer relatively low ceiling
for superior pupils.

The Otis. IQ scores tend to run sOOlewilat close to 100,

and this fact should be taken into account when otis IQ scores are com-

pared "Tith IQ scores of other tests.

There is also the adcli.tional cor..si-

deration that Otis IQ scores are not actuallY quotients derived from the
rO.t.io of mental age to chronological age, as is the case for the Kuhl."l1aImAnderson tests.

The Otis IQ scores are based on the number of points by

i

I
~

..l

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Revised

Stanrord~Binet

test of 300 young people, who had. been

referred to Loyola Center, were compared with previous mental tests iolbich
their case histories from the IBM coded records revealed.

For 100 sub-

jects, this mental test consisted of the Revised Stanford-Binet; for
another lOC, it consisted of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test, Sixth Edition;

,

and finally, for a."1other 100, it consisted of the Otis Quic1-:-Scorir.::; 1':::-, -1;·3,::'1
t

Ability Alpha Test, Short Form.

;.

A comparison of the IQ scores obtained on the Revised Stanford-Binet
a~~nistered

at Loyola Center

~~th

the IQ scores of individual tests

administered elsewhere showed no significant difference.

Using these

results as a criterion to validate Loyola's test findings, a comparison
was then made of Loyola' a Revised stanford-Binet with the KuhlmannAnderson and the otis Alpha Teat.
Measures of comparison included the range of intelligence quotients,
mean, standard deviation of each test, and a test of
t~e

difference between means, and also

coe~ficients

th,;'

signific8r..ce of

of correlation

(Pearson Product-Homent).
The data collected on the 300 subjects would seem to justif.1 the
following conclusionn:
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1.

The Stanford-Binet as a retest tended to rank the children
approxi.'Ilately the same as the original as is evidenced by the
high correlation of .91.

This validated Loyola's test findings

in order that these might be used as a criterion for comparison

with group tests.
2.

The group tests permitted less variability than the individual
test which had a wider range and larger standard deviation in
each set of compared tests.

In spite of the more extended

extremes of the Stanford-Binet scores, the group tests showed a
general tendency to rate the same children lower than the indiv.i.du.al test.

3.

The KuhJ.:ma.."'L:."'l-AndGl"SOn Test correlates more

biGh~:.y

with the

Stc...'1.f'crd-Binet (+078) than the Otis Alpha Test cOl'Telates vii th

the Stanford-Binet (+.74).

The definite average trend is for

the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test to show a significantly smnller

m:tt:',~s

deviation than the Otis Alpha (Table 10 analyzed such deviations).

4.

It was postulated that the tendency for the KuhlmeXUl-Anderson
IQ scores to show smaller deviations than the Otis Alpha scores
may be attributed to the great variety of tests which make up
the Kuhlmann-Anderson series, its greater flexibility-ofdifficulty range, its more adequate standardization, and its
unique scoring method.

I
l
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